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What are the main challenges experienced
and how have you overcome them to get
the most from BIM?

Is BIM an unnecessarily complicated
solution to build quality?

What are the prospects for collaborative
working given the adversarial nature of the
UK's approach to procurement in the
construction industry?

What could be the cost effective future
in-house BIM solutions for HAs?

Big picture 

Quantifying savings made by adopting BIM

Are clients willing to bear the costs?

Please provide some guidance on how to
justify additional costs vs traditional
paper-based systems

How can we capture the business case for
digital working, to convince the majority
client?

To what extent has BIM contributed to
reducing or avoiding the incidence of
disputation on construction projects?

Business case

Which sectors are implementing BIM?

Current levels of affordable housing
engagement with BIM

How do you propose increasing BIM in the
private sector?

Is BIM driven by the type of sector?

Sector context

Getting started

Set-up & process

How BIM 
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Big picture 

Business case

Sector context

What are the potential disadvantages and
key risks to using BIM on a project?

When do you introduce BIM?

First steps in using BIM - what are the
common mistakes

What are sensible levels of BIM for early
stage projects?

Options of using BIM at RIBA Stage 1

How do you cope with differing levels BIM
knowledge?

How BIM and digital twinning differ / are
the same

Where can we get training for BIM?

Clarity brief 

Getting started

Key steps in staff training: DMS systems,
BIM - Educating clients on BIM - Choosing
your IT infrastructure, what to look at

Ensuring client transparency in using BIM
technology

How traditional iterative design
co-ordination processes must be altered
work best in BIM

Data ownership, Data collection, Skills Gap,
Digital future

How is the quality control of the BIM
offering being managed?

Set-up & process

Support for the future development of BIM
software

More in-depth information about BIM
stage 2

How to upskill secondary consultants on
the benefits of BIM

How BIM 

When & How BIM 
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Fire Safety 

MMC

Sustainability 

•Use in warning maintenance teams for
potential hazards in a building

•Who is responsible for updating
H&S/O&M and how is it done?

CDM

Digital methods of life cycle costing

Discerning liabilities for design errors in
collaborative design models. 

How do we capture information from trade
contractors and manufacturers?

Multi-dis

Retrospective BIM (how to integrate old
stock into BIM)

Application of Standards in Digital Asset
Information. Too often information is still
customised and inconsistent

Existing stock

What work has been done to date to look
into linking BIM with asset databases, i.e.
Keystone, Microsoft dynamics, Orchard
Pro?

What measures are in place for BIM stage
2 to be preferable to asset managers?

New build and operational applications.

What is considered an asset and how do
we deal with things that are not 3D
modelled.

How will BIM add value post-handover?

Barriers to implementing BIM in the
operational phase

End user take up and use of BIM

AIM

Hot topics



Where does the panel think the
government’s position on BIM will "land"
and is there a risk that a focus on HRRB's
will create a range of BIM solutions within
organisations, creating process
inefficiency?

Impact of Hackitt report in developing BIM
in the construction industry

Safety case reviews post-Hackitt and BSfF,

Do we have best proposed route to
addressing the sale impact of fire related
issues

How can BIM demonstrate compliance
with building regulations?

Fire Safety 

•Links between BIM and offsite
construction

•How to move beyond pilot sites and into
large scale production for precision
manufactured homes

•What issues does Modular Build bring and
does our current regulations/JCT contract
address them.

•How will the recommendations of Hackitt
report impact and support modern
construction?

•Do you think the market has procurement
routes ready for MMC home delivery?

•I'd like to understand how they feel BIM
can affect the decisions on choosing
between traditional & modern methods of
construction.

Links between BIM and offsite construction

MMC

• How can you implement BIM on a
Passivhaus scheme?Sustainability 

CDM

Multi-dis

Existing stock

AIM

Hot topics



Clients: When & How BIM?

Building a Safer Future

MMC

6 weeks....3 discussions?
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What information in the Model, what
information elsewhere?

Not just Model information!

What value does the data rich Model offer
in terms construction stage monitoring,
validation and handover?

Presently dominant focus on components
and component classification? Is there
enough focus on systems and compliance?

Information Requirements, Validation &
Compliance

Especially setting the right trajectory
Gateway 1 & 2

What information and BIM deliverable at
each Hackitt Gateway?

Layering up, agreeing, freezing detail -
then actively managing change

Hackitt process

What information will be relevant?

What sources?

How centralised?

How hosted?

How validated

Safety Case Review?

Data validation, compliance validation and
interface with the Regulator?

Principal Designer interface and ownership
or oversight of the information?

Process for existing & new build?

What is the BSF & Compliance business
case for time & £ investment in process

change?

Building a Safer Future
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Synergy BIM & MMC?

Platform approach?

Embedding MMC principles
When to decide?

Up front time & £ investment often
underestimated

BOPAS

Warranty

Robustness Tier 2 supply chain 

Lacking flexibility?

Barriers?

Covid 19 context - safer working?

Integration Design & Make

Quality & Assurance benefits

Market perceptions

MMC

s.sanderson
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Suggested starter questions?




